PROJECT 1
HOW IT WORKS
How to Get Started?
Step1. Go to https://www.sagoldminers.com
Click [Register]
Enter Sponsor ID, if no one invited you enter nosponsor

Step2. Fill in your personal details & choose a package you can afford.
Difference between the packages is that they pay at a different rate as illustrated.

Step3. Once registration is complete. Login using your credentials and watch the 2min video

On completion, click the Activate My Account button

In this example, we chose the Master Package = $160.
So you will pay the relevant accounts and Membership Fee.

NB: You will ONLY be granted FULL MEMBERSHIP once all payments have been verified by
receivers.

HOW YOU MAKE MONEY:
Let’s assume out of the 4 packages you could start with, you chose to start on a Master
package and introduced only 5 friends on Master as well.
That’s R2500 (R500 x 5) on Level1. You are already in Profit.
NB: You are not limited to 5, this is just for demo purposes.
Quickly get your 5 friends to introduce their 5 on Master & you are on R12500 from Level2.
You now not only have a team that is in profit, you can now also afford to start reinvesting
some of your money to our other projects.

Teach your team to do the same, earn up to R100 000pm following our strategy on Level3.
Gold Miners helps you strategise your business as follows.

12 MONTH STRATEGIC PLAN:
In this Step by Step plan, we want to help each member working with their team to reach an
Income Goal of R100 000 pm on Gold Miners alone.
STEP BY STEP GUIDE
1. You and your team decide on a Package you will start with to reach the best
possible results on Gold Miners Network. For demo purposes, we assume you
choose our premium package, the Master Package.
2. Decide that you and your team will refer Gold Miners to 5 people every month.

PROJECTIONS AS FOLLOWS:

But it doesn’t end there. Goldminers will help you build four other passive income streams
from other Projects we have setup for our members.
Find their compensation plans, and HOW IT WORKS by clicking on their page on your
Dashboard.

DISCLAIMER:
We do not know if you will do anything or if you will commit to promoting Goldminers to your
friends and loved ones so we cannot tell how much you will earn in total. The compensation
plans you see depend on the hard work you and your team put in. There is no magic pill. What
we do know is that our formula is very simple, and very easy to follow.

